Odyssey 250

Honda Odyssey was a line of single-seat four-wheel [1] all-terrain vehicles produced by the
Honda Corporation between and The first generation Honda Odyssey can be identified by the
yellow body with the black roll bar and no front bumper. Lack of suspension in the rear caused
problems with stress cracks in the frame and handling in rough terrain. Heating issues were
also an issue with this model. In the head light was moved from the front rack to the top of the
roll bar and the 6 volt system was changed to a 12 volt system. Options included a rear tote
rack, chevron pattern tires, and trailer hitch. In the second generation Honda Odyssey was
introduced. Although mechanically identical to the first generation, Honda changed the look of
the Odyssey by changing the colors to Honda Red and adding a full cage roll-bar. Other
improvements included improved shoulder harness padding, 60 watt rectangular headlight
mounted high on the roll-bar, improved water resistance in the torque converter, larger capacity
fuel filter, capacitor ignition CDI , roll bar mounted air intake, and redesigned steering geometry
allowing larger front shock absorbers and tighter turning radius. Honda used an independent
VIN system of their own design for FL Odysseys and the following is their breakdown by year.
Scheduled to appear in spring , [2] the FLR was delayed until early From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Categories : Honda ATVs. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. First was from its introduction in until This was the first
version of the FL which featured a 2 stroke engine, single seat capacity. The lack of a full roll
cage and rear suspension along with a separate front bumper put it more in the go-kart category
even though it was powerful enough and often used for off-roading. You can see this first
generation below in some of Honda's original marketing materials. As you can see from the
picture below the roll cage was black and the original FL featured yellow plastic fenders and
guards. The designers and operators of the FL aimed at buffering the lack of a true rear
suspension with large balloon tires, however this made the FL stiff and control was easily lost
resulting in a roll over. This combined with the lack of a full roll cage the original only had single
rear roll bar meant a deadly combination. On top of this cracks in the frame were common due
to no rear suspension along with bent frames from rollovers. Rust and overheating were also
major problems with the original design. In Honda came out with a redesigned FL which
featured a true full roll cage. This combined with other upgraded features put the FL into true
dune buggy status, however some consider this only have to be achieved with the FL release
three years later. Below is a poster showing the main features of the FL with key ones listed
below. Simple design yet the power to travel 45 - 50 mph led to immense popularity of FL This
consumer response also led to the redesigned FL which came out in and featured a more
powerful engine among other improvements. Not to be confused with Honda's very popular
minivan that has been produced since ; the Honda Odyssey ATV is a vintage, classic and
collector's single seat four wheel all-terrain vehicle that was manufactured from - Welcome to
OdysseyATV. This includes both the go kart inspired FL and dune buggy driven FL that were
made during the mids and 80s. You will find a plethora of pertinent information on this site
including the following material and data. If you have landed on this site there is a good chance
you are looking to purchase a used Honda Odyssey ATV. Finding one is rare, especially in
working condition; however we update this site on a regular basis with the various classifieds
listings across the United States. Check out our For Sale page to see the current listings. If you
are looking to sell your Honda Odyssey ATV and would like to have it featured here free of
charge, be sure to Contact us. Perhaps you have reached this page because you are looking to
purchase parts. Be sure to check out our Parts page for places to find used OEM parts for
restoration or new aftermarket parts and accessories. Feel free to read on below for a brief
history of the Honda Odyssey ATV along with specs guides for the various models. Please
browse through this site and should any questions arise or you have input for us, do not
hesitate to send us a message. Thank you for visiting OdysseyATV. The FL was the first model
produced and was made from to It featured a cc air-cooled engine, thus being denoted as the FL
During these early years it was considered a go cart, despite having more power. In Honda
added a roll cage upgrading the FL to dune buggy status. The FL came to market in with a cc
engine however was recalled and reduced to cc. Various other improvements were made to the
FL giving it more of the true off-road racing capabilities of a dune buggy. Despite being
improved, there were still many issues with the FL which led Honda to discontinue the line. It
was reintroduced 4 years later in with the FL Pilot. Like the FL however, the FL had a short run
due to increased injury and deaths related to the increase power and speed of the Pilot. This
may be due partly because of the rarity and obscurity of the model but also perhaps because no
one has developed a user friendly experience yet. Based on the reception of this we will look at
adding a dedicated forum page, however for now here are a few resources for you to check out.
Not to be confused with Honda's very popular minivan that has been produced since ; the

Honda Odyssey ATV is a vintage, classic and collector's single seat four wheel all-terrain
vehicle that was manufactured from - This site is purely designed as an educational resource
for the Honda Odyssey ATV, all copyright and trademarked material is used here in respect to
the Fair Use aspect of Copyright law. Please contact us directly with any questions or concerns
related to this topic. Honda FL that was upgraded with independent rear suspension, full roll
cage, 12v electrical system, shortened exhaust with spark arrestor, currently registered and we
have a Goki starter ready to be installed. Runs rides stops no issues Fresh tune up Ready to
ride 2 stroke cc air cooled Fully automatic 4 point harness Full roll cage Trigger gas and brake
on steering wheel Tub in great shape [â€¦]. Title is in my name and in my hand. The ultimate go
cart. Gas and brake on the steering wheel. These things are a ton of fun and are pretty fast. I
[â€¦]. Engine is strong needs some cosmetic attention no title. Runs great. New points and new
E brake. No major issues. Open to trades. The atv is complete except it is missing the pull start
assembly see pic which can be found on [â€¦]. Selling my Honda Odyssey FL New tires front
and back. Just replaced the pull start rope and pull handle. There is also a cosmetic [â€¦]. Honda
FL Odyssey. Runs very good. The old stock gas tank is still intact but I added a better gravity
feed tank to eliminate the pump and hard starts. The headlight was swapped out for [â€¦].
Recent Listings. Home FL California. Have Honda Odyssey Call Tex Please no emails. Make
Honda. New seat, new tires, polished aluminum rims, polished aluminum tank, posi-track rear
end, front suspension, custom roll cage. No Title custom vehicle bill of sale only. Runs
excellent. Custom made mini honda odyssey with honda motor. Model Odyssey. Ran great.
Needs kill switch and ignition coil. Great shape,New tires and,lots of loving care. Wont find one
in this great of shape anywhere. Call for details. Model Odyssey FL White bros shocks, water
cooled, aftermarket frame. It has been sitting for a few years so the carb should probably be
gone through. Needs new brake master cylindar. Wont take much to get this ready for the
season. Asking Make an offer. Model FL Odyssey. Contact Brennan for Appt - I have a 84
Odyssey for sale it has only 5hrs on the engaine new piston crank breaning's seals. This one
seateroff road odyssey has been gone through engine rebuilt, carb, front and rear ends all new,
new tires, upholstered seat, and , paint. Electric start, better then new. Starts right up and very
dependable. No disapointments. This one seateroff road odyssey has beenbuilt by elk grove
custom cycle. They rebuilt The engine , and rebuilt the carb ,all new front end , andnew rear end
all new, tires, upholstered seat, and , paint. Electric start , and more , better then new. Starts
right up and very dependable , green sticker goodto june Model Trx EX. Runs great - The honda
odyssey FL was built from The odyssey is powered by a strong and fast cc two stroke engine,
and contolled by a CVT snowmobile type transmission. The suspension setup includes a rear
solid axle with ballon tires, and a small independent shock system with balloon tires for the
front. The fl odyssey has been reported to reach speeds of 51mph on a smooth surface, which
is plenty fast considering its weight and easy flipping capabilities. These machines are built on
a steel gurder type chassis and provide great durability that '80's honda machines are known
for. A honda odyssey is the toy for you. If you can get your hands on one for a reasonable price,
don't pass up the opportunity, they're becoming even more rare every day, but parts are still
readily available. Has aftermarket racing roll cage and snowmobile two stroke engine. Rear gear
reduction broke and needs some fine tuning. Call with any questions GO TO
superflymotorsports. Full roll cage for early Honda FL Odyssey. Very nice, very rare, very cool
addition to your buggy. Bolt-on installation. Comes already bolted to an Ody frame not sure
what year with steering yoke and shaft. Cage is in very good condition with no bends or cracks.
Pick-up only in central NJ. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Carthagena, OH. Ridgefield, WA. Cripple
Creek, CO. Lebanon, OH. Eau Gallie, FL. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Odyssey. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make
Honda Model Odyssey. Year - Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda. Great shape,New
tires and,lots of loving care. Wont find one in this great of shape anywhere. Call for details.
Model FL Odyssey. Contact Brennan for Appt - Model Odyssey. Ran great. Needs kill switch and
ignition coil. I have a 84 Odyssey for sale it has only 5hrs on the engaine new piston crank
breaning's seals. This one seateroff road odyssey has been gone through engine rebuilt, carb,
front and rear ends all new, new tires, upholstered seat, and , paint. Electric start, better then
new. Starts right up and very dependable. No disapointments. This one seateroff road odyssey
has beenbuilt by elk grove custom cycle. They rebuilt The engine , and rebuilt the carb ,all new
front end , andnew rear end all new, tires, upholstered seat, and , paint. Electric start , and more
, better then new. Starts right up and very dependable , green sticker goodto june Full roll cage
for early Honda FL Odyssey. Very nice, very rare, very cool addition to your buggy. Bolt-on
installation. Comes already bolted to an Ody frame not sure what year with steering yoke and
shaft. Cage is in very good condition with no bends or cracks. Pick-up only in central NJ. Runs

great - The honda odyssey FL was built from The odyssey is powered by a strong and fast cc
two stroke engine, and contolled by a CVT snowmobile type transmission. The suspension
setup includes a rear solid axle with ballon tires, and a small independent shock system with
balloon tires for the front. The fl odyssey has been reported to reach speeds of 51mph on a
smooth surface, which is plenty fast considering its weight and easy flipping capabilities. These
machines are built on a steel gurder type chassis and provide great durability that '80's honda
machines are known for. A honda
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odyssey is the toy for you. If you can get your hands on one for a reasonable price, don't pass
up the opportunity, they're becoming even more rare every day, but parts are still readily
available. Has aftermarket racing roll cage and snowmobile two stroke engine. Rear gear
reduction broke and needs some fine tuning. Call with any questions Make Polaris. Model Lot's
of good parts or repair it and have a great ski. Worth more in parts than what I'm asking. I do not
need help selling this item. Local pickup only. Cash transaction - no pay pal - no scammers.
Thanks for looking. Grants Pass, OR. Burnet, TX. Davis, CA. Coconut Creek, FL. Morristown, TN.
Earleville, MD. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Fl
Honda Odyssey. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Odyssey.
Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Polaris Model Make Honda 3 Polaris 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

